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Presentation
With indescribable pleasure we present the new issue of  periodic Cami-
nhando, after intense collective work of  knowledge production and publishing. 
In the dossier we have the article Fernando Ripoli, “Conflicts between Priests 
in Northern Kingdom of  Israel: popular religion in worship Hosea 4.11-19”. 
The author presents the structural translation of  the text, which allows you 
to enclose it analytically. In this research we have the linguistic deepening of  
Hebrew literature and analysis of  prophecy, with the religious system under 
the control of  the aristocracy – social greatness that has the power legitimi-
zed by religion and their sacrificial rites, both denounced by the prophet of  
the eighth century AEC.
The conflicting social relations in religious spaces receive the frame of  
the Christian witness of  faith so that decisions take place within the sacred. 
In this way, they become implicit power relations – which necessarily motivate 
the ecclesial document. In “The Corinthian community and the circumstances 
of  the letter”, Tiago Dias de Souza analyzes the representations of  the city of  
Corinth, highlighting its ethnic diversity, strategic location, economic activities, 
intellectual production and the exuberance of  the elites in context religious.
 To problematize the social background, the author addresses the si-
tuation of  the Greek-speaking community. On the other hand, the identity 
diversity evidenced by Christians of  various ethnic groups and socioeconomic 
conditions, conflicts arise relations still unassimilated.
 In “A walk through time: the power of  the religious aspects of  the 
exclusion of  people with disabilities in Ancient and Medieval ages”, Ana Cris-
tina de Almeida Cavalcante Bastos historicizes a topic still poorly researched, 
that is, the exclusion of  possible social agents – people with disabilities in 
societies that value production, and therefore value only people capable of  
producing wealth. Among the several important accents of  a survey that will 
surely become a reference, the author puts us in Egyptian civilizing proces-
ses, Greek (from the period referred to as “dark age”) and the Roman; the 
disabled person becomes victim from the mythical narrations, for its aesthetic 
difference, artisan production of  disability, exclusion divining presence.
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Following the dossier, we present eight articles free academic approach, 
but of  great editorial cohesion. A methodological approach to academics of  
Psychology is practiced to study religious behavior, with which researchers 
Cleber Lizardo de Assis, Diana dos Santos Neres e Poliana de Oliveira Leite 
toast us with an elaborate search, “Do ‘believe to see’ to ‘seeing is believing’: 
Behavior religious change in perception of  the Psychology students gradu-
ating”. The researchers Lilian Sagio Cezar and Maria Amélia da Belisário 
da Silva analyze the trajectory of  black in religious “Brotherhoods”. On 
scientific grounds, in addition the documentation of  news daily, the authors 
present a history of  the condition and life situation of  black valid for the 
disciplines of  Humanities, among them the Theology and Social History. 
In “Eco-pedagogy care in Leonardo Boff ”, Alonso S. Gonçalves analyzes 
the contribution of  eminent theologian Leonardo Boff  to the study and 
protection of  the environment.
Anderson de Oliveira Lima brings us back to the Middle Ages through 
the “Bible reading protocols”; to find the Codex 2437, he plays the epigraphy 
like a work of  a specialist of  the vernacular Greek. To stay relevant in theme, 
but with space and time without proximity, follows the article of  Nelson 
Lellis Rodrigues that posits critically about the cosmogonic discourse of  
new characterization of  the Jewish of  the temple tradition operated by the 
Universal Church of  the Kingdom of  God. Typologies and Jewish traditions 
are still made by Maura Regina Petruski; your article is a new vision of  the 
Feast of  Tabernacles and of  Unleavened Bread.
 On the other scientific perspective, Francisco Genciano investigates the 
movement “The Brothers” and its establishment in Brazil. Finally, Protes-
tantism is reviewed specifically with regard to Baptism, Wesleyan perspective 
of  God’s grace, written by Helmut Renders.
These are the new research that the periodic Caminhando features and 
invites reading. So we renew our commitment to scientific theological pro-
duction in constant dialogue with the Human Sciences.
In addition, in this edition, Caminhando itself  as scientific Journal of  
great importance for the Humanities. A toast to transdisciplinary studies!
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